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Kristallnacht marked a step-up in the Nazi policy of 
Jewish persecution. Nazis tried to speed Jewish 
emigration but encountered difficulty. Jews fleeing 
Germany had trouble finding nations that would accept 
them. France already had 40,000 Jewish refugees and did 
not want more. The British worried about fueling 
anti-Semitism and refused to admit more than 80,000 
Jewish refugees. They also controlled Palestine (later 
Israel) and allowed 30,000 refugees to settle there. Late in 
1938, Germany’s foreign minister, Joachim von 
Ribbentrop, observed, “We all want to get rid of our Jews. 
The difficulty is that no country wishes to receive them.” 

Although the average Jew had little chance of reaching  

the United States, “persons of exceptional merit,” including 
physicist Albert Einstein, author Thomas Mann, architect 
Walter Gropius, and theologian Paul Tillich were among 
100,000 refugees the United States accepted. Many 
Americans wanted the door closed. Americans were 
concerned that letting in more refugees during the Great 
Depression would deny U.S. citizens jobs and threaten 
economic recovery. Among Americans, there was 
widespread anti-Semitism and fear that “enemy agents” 
would be allowed to enter the country. President 
Roosevelt said that while he sympathized with the Jews, 
he would not “do anything which would conceivably hurt 
the future of pre- sent American citizens.” 
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Official indifference to the plight of Germany’s Jews 
was in evidence in the case of the ship St. Louis. This 
German ocean liner passed Miami in 1939. Although 740 
of the liner’s 943 passengers had U.S. immigration 
papers, the Coast Guard followed the ship to prevent 
anyone from disembarking in America. The ship was 
forced to return to Europe. “The cruise of the St. Louis,” 
wrote the New York Times, “cries to high heaven of man's 
inhumanity to man.” Passenger Liane Reif-Lehrer recalls  

her childhood experiences. 
“My mother and brother and I were among the 
passengers who survived. . . . We were sent back to 
Europe and given haven in France, only to find the Nazis 
on our doorstep again a few months later.” — Liane 
Reif-Lehrer 

More than half of the passengers were later killed in the 
Holocaust. 
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By 1939 only about a quarter million Jews remained in 
Germany. But other nations that Hitler occupied had 
millions more. Obsessed with a desire to rid Europe of its 
Jews, Hitler  

imposed what he called the “Final Solution”—a policy of 
genocide, the deliberate and systematic killing of an entire 
population. 
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Hitler’s Final Solution rested on the belief that Aryans 
were a superior people and that the strength and purity of 
this “master race” must be preserved. To accomplish this, 
the Nazis condemned to slavery and death not only the 
Jews but other groups that they viewed as inferior or 
unworthy or as “enemies of the state.” 

After taking power in 1933, the Nazis had concentrated 
on silencing their political opponents—communists, 
socialists, liberals, and anyone else who spoke out against 
the government. Once the Nazis had eliminated these 
enemies, they turned against other groups in Germany. In 
addition to Jews, these groups included the following: 

• Gypsies—whom the Nazis believed to be an “inferior  

race” 
• Freemasons—whom the Nazis charged as 
supporters of the “Jewish conspiracy” to rule the world 
• Jehovah’s Witnesses—who refused to join the army 
or salute Hitler 

The Nazis also targeted other Germans whom they 
found unfit to be part of the “master race.” Such victims 
included homosexuals, the mentally deficient, the mentally 
ill, the physically disabled, and the incurably ill. 

Hitler began implementing his Final Solution in Poland 
with special Nazi death squads. Hitler’s elite Nazi “security 
squadrons” (or SS), rounded up Jews—men, women, 
children, and babies— and shot them on the spot. 
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Jews also were ordered into dismal, over-crowded 
ghettos, segregated Jewish areas in certain Polish cities. 
The Nazis sealed off the ghettos with barbed wire and 
stone walls. 

Life inside the ghetto was miserable. The bodies of 
victims piled up in the streets faster than they could be 
removed. Factories were built alongside ghettos where  

people were forced to work for German industry. In spite 
of the impossible living conditions, the Jews hung on. 
While some formed resistance movements inside the 
ghettos, others resisted by other means. They published 
and distributed underground newspapers. Secret schools 
were set up to educate Jewish children. Even theater and 
music groups continued to operate. 
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